
These gloves are made from heavy-
duty nitrile that is resistant to rips,
tears, punctures, and many
petroleum-based chemicals.

They offer extended-duration use,
which means fewer glove changes
during the course of a shift.

Raised Diamond Texture ensures
an excellent grip, whether the
gloves are wet or dry.

The diamonds have 60% more
surface area to better channel
away liquids.

Reversed texture on the inside
helps air to circulate, keeping
hands drier.

AMMEX Gloveworks  HD Nitrile Industrial Gloves

Not just another disposable glove, Gloveworks are
premium, top of the line, designed and manufactured for
pros who need the best protection.

Not all disposable gloves are created equal. What sets
Gloveworks HD apart is their raised diamond texture, which
delivers an unbeatable grip. Those diamonds channel away
liquids, so even when the glove is wet you can hold on tight
to tools or machinery.

The heavy-duty thickness means greater resistance to rips,
tears, and punctures, and affords additional chemical
resistance for longer-duration use. Sold 100 gloves per box,
10 boxes per case, in sizes M-XXL (orange also available in
small).

Don’t settle for average to save a few cents. Give your
hands the protection they deserve with Gloveworks  HD.

®

®

Industrial Grade Nitrile
Raised Diamond Texture
Orange, Green, Black, Royal Blue
Chlorinated
Latex and Powder Free
9½ Inch Length
Non-Sterile
Single Use Only

Why should you use nitrile? 
Nitrile is the most-recommended disposable
glove material because it features excellent
resistance to chemicals and punctures.

The RDT advantage 
Our most aggressive texture, with 60 percent
more surface area, it is perfect for working with
tools and machinery and maintains its grip, wet or
dry.

The right thickness for the job 
Gloveworks HD gloves with Raised Diamond
Texture are 8 mils thick with 9-mil fingertips to
help you tackle some of the toughest jobs.

Automotive 
Gloveworks HD gloves deliver excellent barrier
protection against pesticides, grease, gasoline,
and many other petroleum-based chemicals.

Industrial 
Strong and durable, these gloves are designed for
extended-duration use. You won’t have as many
glove changes during the course of a shift.

Versatility 
The gold standard for heavy-duty applications,
they’re also perfect for manufacturing, paint
shop, janitorial, plumbing, and even food
processing.
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Feel the difference with Ammex. Look through our comprehensive collection of work gloves & hand protection right away.

https://www.toolsid.com/ammex/
https://www.toolsid.com/gloves-hand-protection.html

